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What is Assistive Technology?

- Adaptive and rehabilitative changes for people with disabilities
- Typically includes: devices or equipment that address the limitations, adjusting methods to accomplish a task
- Can be low tech or high tech; expensive or inexpensive
- Assistive Technology is individualized to the farmer, the disability, and the farm
Assistive Technology Examples
Agri-speed Automatic Hitch

- Allows hitching and unhitching without leaving your seat
- PTO Compatible
- Compatible with choppers
- Increases efficiency
Agri-speed Automatic Hitch
Agri-speed Automatic Hitch
Step and Handrail Kits

Made In USA

Price Range: $230-$400

Approx.: $190

K&M Manufacturing  800.328.1752
Disability Work Tools  1.888.354.3289
Pick-up Truck Steps

Approx.: $40

Approx.: $100

Kotula’s  1.800.685.4845

Auto Truck Toys  800.544.6194
Lifts

Life Essentials  765.563.3158

S&S Mobility Products, LLC  480.456.5438
Power Skid Steer Attach
Hydraulic Hoses

Hydra grip  $16/set

Pistol grip  $30/set

Command Hydraulics  800.778.6200

Baucom Enterprises, LLC  334.858.2111
Hand Controls
Camera Systems

Price Range: $250-$400
Suspensions & Seats

High-backed seat with air suspension

Air Hawk seat cushion

Skid steer air suspension

Northern Tool & Equipment 1.800.221.0516

K&M Manufacturing 800.328.1752
Extended Mirrors

Approx.: $190
Protective Modifications

Folding Pivot

Solid No Pivot

FOLDING ROPS

FIXED ROPS
RZ Masks

- Two Types:
  - Neoprene mask: Made for cold weather protection
  - Mesh mask: Made more breathable keeping the user’s face cooler in warm conditions
- Both have a dual-exhalation valve system that removes moisture and keeps unfiltered air out. Hook-and-loop closure system.
- Approximately $30
Mobility

- Freedom Chair
- Track Chair
Ice Cane

Price Range: $20-$45

Approx.: $10

Briggs Healthcare 800.247.2343

Shoe Ice Grips

Price Range: $20-$45

Yaktrax 1.866.925.8729
Drive Through Gates

“No More Opening and Closing Gates”
Bump N’ Drive Gate

BUMP N' DRIVE?
Powered Gate
Push N’ Drive Gate
Walk-Through Gate
Calf Cart

Approx.: $480
Calf Catcher

Price Range: $2,100-$2,545
Alley, Cow, & Parlor Mats
Track System
Track System
Power Loader

- Powered by a factory-installed, or an after-market winch
- At the push of a button, the telescopic lifting arms retract and curl to move loads up to 350 lbs. from the ground to a “Locked and Loaded” position
- Installs on any 4-wheeled ATV, golf cart, or utility vehicle
- Approximately $340; UTV brackets extra $88
Bale Slicer
Remote Grain Bin Lid Opener
Grain Level Indicators
Upper Hand Devices
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